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DESIGN CORNER

ANDREA HUAINIGG
Creating a lifestyle not just a home, one talented interior designer brings
refined European luxury and a fresh new vibe to Palm Beach.

A 1950s vintage Vladimir Kagan sofa joins bronze
accent tables in the living room, where a modern
abstract dots the wall above Liaigre’s Galion console.
Beyond, a Galotti & Radice chandelier sparkles above
a Max Alto dining table and side chairs from Poliform.

TOP:

A modern interpretation of Cape Dutch architecture, this Palm Beach

ABOVE AND ABOVE LEFT:

The sleek Italian kitchen wrapped in matte white and

home is defined by its clean lines and symmetry, H-shape, and external

sandy hues, and a curvaceous stairway with its lighted handrail detail and

wooden shutters that punctuate the white-stucco facade.

oak wood treads give the biggest nod to contemporary design.
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With interior designer Andrea Huainigg at its helm, H-Interior Design studio based in Palm Beach, Fla.,
and Lake Wörthersee, Austria, specializes in luxury residential projects that reflect a timeless and elegant
European design approach often referred to as Feminine Purism. Her contemporary stylings reflect her
strong European heritage having lived in Italy and Austria for most of her life.
Bringing a fresh design approach to Palm Beach, H-Interior Design and Beacon Construction Group
collaborated on this Cape Dutch-inspired home suffused with refinement. “I love the fanciful Cape Dutch
continued on 108
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DESIGN CORNER
Casually reclined atop a tropical wood
deck, B&B Italia’s chaise lounge offers
the perfect perch to relax in the sun.

ANDREA HUAINIGG
continued from 106

style,” the designer says. “Its naïveté is infectious.” Though the
style is indeed simple, it is complex in its scale and finishes. To
achieve the desired aura of a relaxed “beauty by the beach,” the
designer chose spacious windows to give the interiors a warm, airy
feel with an abundance of light. “We wanted to be able to see the
sky and horizons,” she says. Huainigg and her dedicated team created
a chic and collected interior scheme supported by one-of-a-kind
European furnishings and vintage objets d’art.
Inspired by a desire to design lifestyles, Huainigg, with a
business partner and friend, created COMO Palm Beach. Both
a new concept store and interior design studio on Palm Beach’s
Royal Poinciana Way, COMO offers a globally sourced, curated
collection, as well as design and lifestyle services. For information,
call 561/601-2025 or visit www.h-interiordesign.com. i

RIGHT:

Outdoor furnishings by Minotti shape an intimate grouping for family

and friends to enjoy summer soirees. Whether it’s sipping mojitos or taking a
refreshing dip in the infinity lap pool, a good time can be celebrated in style.
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